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Abstract
Since the first solutions finding minimally weighted routes in weighted
digraphs, a plethora of literature has appeared improving the performance
of shortest-path queries for use in real-world applications. In this paper,
we detail how an advanced preprocessing technique for routing algorithms
(which create objects known as Contraction Hierarchies) may be combined
with the connection scan algorithm, an algorithm originally designed to
work with public transportation networks using time tables. This provides
an improvement over bi-directional Dijkstra or A˚ search on Contraction
Hierarchies.
1 Introduction
One of the first and most fundamental problems in combinatorial optimization
is finding the shortest path between two nodes in a network. Solutions to this
problem have manifold applications across theoretical and practical disciplines
as well as real-world operations and logistics.
One of the most obvious applications is routing problems in highway net-
works and public transportation, which serves as the main motivation of this
paper. While these problems may be solved by generic shortest path algorithms,
many new approaches have appeared to cater specifically to the transit routing
context. In this context, the graphs to be routed over are known well in advance.
Highway networks are very static and this enables the use of preprocessing to
speed up shortest path queries.
In small cases this can be as extreme as computing the shortest path be-
tween all pairs. Then a query may be executed by a simple table look-up.
However, it is often the case that the size of the network in question is too
large to make computing a such a table feasible. Various different preprocessing
techniques have been developed that are both efficient and help achieve speed
ups in shortest path computations.
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Many of these techniques rely on the idea of grouping edges or nodes ac-
cording to some measure of importance and exploiting the resulting hierarchical
structure or partitioned structure [17, 18, 13, 2]. The algorithm we consider in
this paper, called Contraction Hierarchies, is an extreme version of this where
each node is in its own hierarchy [9].
Additional considerations can also complicate more generic algorithms. In
the public transportation setting, the fact that vehicles cannot move freely but
rather according to set departure times may require augmenting the network in
some fashion to ensure that generic algorithms return the correct result.
Because of this, new algorithms have been developed with time tables explic-
itly in mind. Whereas this was a complication initially [1], the extra structure
given by time tables allows for very efficient algorithms [4, 5]. Once of these
algorithms, called the Connection Scan Algorithm, will provide the basis for our
suggested improvements to Contraction Hierarchies.
2 Background
The first suitably general algorithms for finding shortest paths in weighted di-
graphs began to appear in the early 20th century, with several variants being
published around the same time by Bellman, Ford, Moore and others [19, 3, 7,
14].
The culmination of these algorithms was presented by Edsger Dijkstra [6]
with a running time of Op|V |2q, now bearing his name. This algorithm proved
more efficient than its predecessors and several refinements were immediately
made to further accelerate its performance. A notable example improves the
running time to Op|E| ` |V | log |V |q using Fibonacci Heaps, making the fastest
known algorithm for this problem (asymptotically speaking). [8].
Other techniques have been developed to augment Dijkstra’s algorithm. One
innovation is the use of a heuristic function that tries to estimate the remaining
distance to the target at each step of the algorithm [11]. Many heuristics have
been proposed and work very well in certain situations, e.g. [20, 12]. The
resulting algorithm is called the A˚-algorithm.
A more straightforward technique is the idea of running Dijkstra’s algorithm
forward from the source and backwards from the target simultaneously. Even-
tually a common node will be found between the two algorithms and a shortest
path may be reconstructed.
In this paper, we consider Contraction Hierarchies. Contraction Hierarchies
refer to the result of preprocessing a weighted digraph such that all of its shortest
paths satisfy a desirable property. A shortest path computation is done via bi-
directional Dijkstra on the preprocessed graph, ignoring those paths which do
not satisfy said desirable property.
The main point of this paper is to demonstrate that Contraction Hierarchies
may also be searched with a bi-directional Connection Scan Algorithm rather
than Dijkstra’s algorithm. This algorithm has several advantages over Dijkstra
in run time and memory management.
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In Sections 3 and 4, we give an overview of Contraction Hierarchies and
the Connection Span Algorithm, respectively. In Section 5, we discuss how to
use the Connection Scan Algorithm on Contraction Hierarchies along with a
discussion on implementation details.
3 Contraction Hierarchies
Contraction Hierarchies may be viewed as a weighted di-graph satisfying a spe-
cial property. For most weighted di-graphs, some preprocessing must be per-
formed to turn it into a Contraction Hierarchy. It is this preprocessing we first
describe.
Let G “ pV,E,wq be a weighted di-graph. Every vertex v P V is given a
distinct numeric label. We call these labels hierarchies. We call the map taking
vertices v P V to their respective hierarchies `. While these hierarchies may
be assigned arbitrarily, several works have focused on different strategies for
assigning hierarchies and their advantages, e.g. [10, 16].
We define the neighborhood of a vertex v as all vertices u P V such that
there exists an arc e P E with v as either the head or tail of e. We denote the
neighborhood of v by Npvq.
The preprocessing stages iterates through the vertices in increasing order of
hierarchy. At the a give, we check if the shortest path from u to w has equal
distance to the path uÑ v Ñ w (if that path exists). If it does, then an arc is
added from u to w with weight equal to the length of the shortest path from u
to w. We do the same considering the shortest path from w to u as well. We
then proceed to the next node with these ”shortcuts” added in.
After this arc adding is done for every vertex in V , the result is a Contraction
Hierarchy. The salient property of Contraction Hierarchies is that for every pair
of points u, v P V , there exists a shortest path between them such that there
exists no sub-path of the form w1 Ñ w2 Ñ w3 where `pw2q ă `pw1q, `pw3q [9].
This is apparent from the preprocessing stage.
Any weighted di-graph G “ pV,E,w, `q satisfying this property can thus
be called a Contraction Hierarchy. An equivalent statement is that for every
v1, vn P V , there is a shortest path between them with the form v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
vk Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vn where `pviq ă `pvi`1q for all 1 ď i ď k ´ 1 and `pvjq ą `pvj`1q
for all k ď j ď n. We call vk the meeting node in the shortest path. We define
a shortest path of this form to be a shortest path with a meeting node. It may
be the case the meeting node is either the source or target of the path.
When computing a shortest path using Contraction Hierarchies, bi-directional
Dijkstra’s algorithm is used with the following modification: In the forward di-
rection, only arcs pointing towards higher hierarchies are considered; in the
reverse direction only arc originating from higher hierarchies are considered.
When the two directions converge, they will do so at the meeting node of the
route and a shortest path has been found in the Contraction Hierarchy. Once
the shortest path in the Contraction Hierarchy is found, the shortest path in
the original di-graph must be reconstructed. This requires some bookkeeping
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T pdq Ð ∆d for d P D
for c P C, timedpcq ě minp∆dq do
if timedpcq ě T pstndpcqq then
if timeapcq ă T pstnapcqq then
T pstnapcqq Ð timeapcq
if timedpcq ě maxtT psq : s P Au then
Break
Figure 1: The Connection Scan Algorithm.
on which arcs were added during preprocessing and what shortest path they are
a stand-in for.
Since the number of arcs searched by Dijkstra’s algorithm is greatly reduced,
the preprocessing stage can give significant speed-ups. The preprocessing strikes
a nice compromise between no preprocessing and the computation of the pair-
wise shortest path look-up table in the following sense:
Suppose the preprocessing step also included adding an arc u Ñ W for
u,w P Npvq if `puq, if`pwq ă `pvq and u Ñ v Ñ w is a shortest path between
them. It is easy to verify that the resulting di-graph would be complete (or a
disjoint union of complete digraphs) with the weight of an arc representing the
shortest distance from head to tail. This is equivalent to computing the look-up
table of all pairwise shortest distances.
4 The Connection Scan Algorithm
The Connection Scan Algorithm (henceforth, CSA) was developed in a different
context than Contraction Hierarchies; the aim was to perform shortest path
routing for time-table based transit that is common in trains, trams, and other
modes of public transit. While modifications can be made to Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm can be made to solve this problem (c.f. [15]), CSA was developed from
the ground up with this situation in mind.
The fundamental object used in CSA is called a connection. This is sim-
ply an arc in the underlying transportation network along with an associated
departure time and arrival time. If we give an station id to each node, then
a connection may be represented as four-tuple: departure station id, arrival
station id, departure time, arrival time.
CSA assumes that all connections are sorted from earliest departure time
to latest departure time, and ties broken arbitrarily. Every connection is then
visited sequentially. At each iteration, it is checked if the connection may extend
any of set of currently discovered routes. This is done until all the earliest arrival
for each arrival station is found or all connections have been scanned.
More formally, suppose D is a set of departure stops, A a set of arrival stops.
Let C be the set of connections, ordered as previously mentioned. We also give
a set of departure times ∆d for d P D as input. We call a node n discovered if
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a valid route from some d P D to n has been found. For every node, let T psq
the earliest known arrival time to s. This quantity will be updated at every
iteration. If s has not yet been discovered, T psq :“ 8.
For a connection c, let stndpcq, stnapcq, timedpcq, and timeapcq denote the
departure station (or tail), arrival station (or head), departure time, and arrival
time of c, respectively. Then the pseudo-code for CSA is in Figure 1.
The reason that this algorithm gives the correct result is because C is ordered
by increasing departure time and a connection c cannot be added to a route with
final connection f unless timeapfq ď timedpcq. In the same vein, there is no
need to look at connections departing before the earliest departure time, i.e.
minp∆dq.
We can state this property more abstractly allowing us to generalize CSA
to other situations. We define the CSA Property below. For any graph satis-
fying the CSA Property, the CSA algorithm may be applied and the proof of
correctness directly mirrors the original in [5].
We also need a notion of an objective function ω that assigns every path in
a di-graph G “ pV,Eq a score. We call an objective function monotonic if for
two paths p1 and p2, where p1 is a sub-path of p2, ωpp1q ď ωpp2q.
Definition 4.1 (CSA Property). Given a weighted graph G “ pV,Eq (directed
or not) and a monotonic objective function ω, we say that it satisfies the CSA
Property if there is a partial ordering on ă on E such that: For any u,w P V ,
there exists a path u Ñ v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vn Ñ w minimizing ω such that pu, v1q ď
pv1, v2q ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď pvn, wq.
The generalized form of CSA is given in Figure 2. As before, let D be the
set of departure nodes, A the set of arrival nodes.The ∆d are weights input by
the user. We assume that C is ordered increasingly with respect to ă (with
ties between equivalent and incomparable arcs broken arbitrarily). The main
difference is that now for s P V , T psq is defined to be the smallest arc e P E
(with respect to ă) such that e is the final arc in a shortest path from D to s. If
s has not yet been discovered, we define T psq :“ 8. Also, let hpeq be the head
(departure) of e P E and tpeq the tail (arrival).
In the original version of CSA, the partial ordering is defined by c1 ă c2
if timedpc1q ă timedpc2q. The objective function ω simply assigns a path the
arrival time of its final arc. Also, we note that the map T as defined for the
generalized CSA provides the extra bookkeeping that allows us to reconstruct
shortest paths.
Having seen CSA, bi-directional CSA is a simple improvement. To perform
CSA in the backwards direction, one starts at the opposite end of C, searching
arcs in decreasing order. We maintain a function T 1psq which is the largest arc
(with respect to ă) such that e is the initial arc of a shortest path from s to A.
In the uni-directional version, we call a node s P V closed if for all e P E such
that tpeq “ s, T psq ď e. In other words, we have found a shortest path to s. In
the bi-directional version, we use the same definition to defined a forward-closed
node and define a backward-closed node analogously: s is backwards-closed if
for all e P E with hpeq “ s, e ď T 1psq
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T pdq Ð ∆d for d P D
for e P E do
if T phpeqq ď e then
if wpeq ă wpT ptpeqqq then
T ptpeqq Ð e
if T psq ď e, @s P A then
Break
Figure 2: The Generalized Connection Scan Algorithm.
Bi-directional CSA runs the forward and backward version of CSA in lock-
step and and halts when a node n that is both forward- and backward-closed is
found. It can then reconstruct a shortest path from D to n and from n to A.
Concatenation then gives a shortest path from D to A.
In fact, we may generalize even further. Rather than searching forwards
and backwards with respect to the same order, we may use two different orders.
Given two orders ă1,ă2, we define a pă1,ă2q bi-directional CSA to be the
CSA algorithm that searches forward via the order ă1, and backwards via the
order ă2. The definition of a forward-closed node and backwards-closed node
are easily extended.
Of course, for general orders ă1,ă2, there is no guarantee that a pă1,ă2q
bi-directional CSA search will produce any route, let alone a shortest one. For
transit, this guarantee is only given if ă1“ă2“ă as described above. However,
this concept will be exactly what we need in Section 5.
4.1 Computational Trade-offs between CSA and Dijkstra
We briefly outline the computational advantages of CSA over Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm. While the updating of nodes with the best incoming arc is exactly the
same as in Dijkstra’s algorithm, CSA iterates once over every arc in the graph
rather than using any sort of queue, as is typical in implementations of Dijkstra’s
algorithm.
A simple for loop is more efficient than the operations used in Priority
Queues or Fibonacci Heaps. Modern processors are optimized for looping over
chunks of memory, not for search and sort algorithms necessary for Dijkstra’s
algorithm.
Furthermore, since the order in which the arcs are visited is fixed, they can
be contiguously allocated in memory for faster looping as a pre-computation
step. Dijkstra’s algorithm, by contrast, must build an auxiliary data structure
during run time to determine the order of vertices to visit. This means that
shortest path queries on Contraction Hierarchies improve the running time of
Dijkstra’s algorithm style queries from Op|E| ` |V |logp|V |qq to Op|E|q in the
worst case.
There is a trade-off however. The data structure built during Dijkstra’s
algorithm organizes the search space of edges into a tree in a way compatible
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with the distance from the departure node. In fact, it iteratively approximates
the universal covering tree and the distance to every node not a leaf is known.
The current leafs to be settled are precisely the nodes in the data structure.
The advantage of all of this is that one does not need to visit every edge or
vertex of the graph to know when the shortest route to the arrival vertex has
been found and the algorithm can be terminated early.
In the worst case, of course, Dijkstra’s algorithm will be forced to visit edge
and vertex. However, early termination means that real world examples need
not be usually worst case. CSA on the other hand uses a precomputed tree,
which is in fact a linear order. Since this tree has no non-trivial branching,
it only allows for a modest reduction in the search space. Observe that every
connection departing after the input departure time and before the earliest
possible arrival time must be considered.
5 Applying Connection Scan Algorithm to Con-
traction Hierarchies
When considering Definition 4.1, it is natural to wonder what other partial
orders may arise naturally that satisfy the CSA property. For arbitrary graph
routing, there clearly is no choice of ordering that will work. This highlights
how special time-table routing is. However, can a graph be modified via some
preprocessing such that a canonical order can be found? Serendipitously, it turns
out that the preprocessing in making a Contraction Hierarchy does precisely
this.
Given a Contraction Hierarchy G “ pV,E,w, `q, we define two orders on its
arcs as follows: For e1, e2 P E, e1 ă1 e2 if `phpe1qq ă `phpe2qq, where once again
hpeq, tpeq denote the head and tail of e, respectively. We define the second order
by e1 ă2 e2 if `phpe1qq ą `phpe2qq, i.e. the inverse order of ă1.
Now suppose that v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vn is a shortest path with a meeting node
from v1 to vn in G. Let vk be the meeting node of the path. We note that
pv1, v2q ă1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ă1 pvk´1, vkq and pvk, vk`1q ă2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ă2 pvn´1, vnq. While routing
in Contraction Hierarchies have used a modified bi-directional Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm, we see that we may instead use a modified bi-directional CSA algorithm.
Indeed, we search a Contraction Hierarchy via a pă1,ă2q bi-directional
CSA search, where the forward search only considers only considers arcs e
with `phpeqq ă `ptpeqq and the backwards search only consider arcs e with
`phpeqq ą `ptpeqq. We initially define T pdq “ `phpdqq for d P D (for the for-
ward search) and T 1pdq “ `ptpdqq for d P A (for the backwards search). This is
a slight abuse of the definitions T , T 1, but in this context the meaning is clear.
Otherwise, T and T 1 are as they were defined for the Generalized CSA
algorithm above, essentially constructing linked lists that allow us to reconstruct
the used arcs after the main loop terminates.
We know we are guaranteed to find a node that is both forward- and backwards-
closed, namely the meeting node. From there we may reconstruct the shortest
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route with a meeting node, and from there, a shortest route in the original
di-graph that the Contraction Hierarchy was built from.
5.1 Implementation Details
Above, we laid out the general idea for using CSA to query Contraction Hier-
archies. However, we omitted some crucial details that are needed for making
the overall algorithm work.
The most important issue we glossed over is how to sort the arcs given the
orders ă1 and ă2 to ensure that the resulting output is indeed a shortest path.
For an arbitrary pair of orders, the na¨ıve solution of maintaining two copies of all
of the arcs, each sorted appropriately, may be the only viable option. However,
this is not desirable and we can do better for the choice of ă1, ă2 that we have
made.
The first thing to notice is that the forward and backwards version of CSA
searches disjoint subsets of arcs. So we maintain two arrays: The first, Eu, are
the arcs e such that `phpeqq ă `ptpeqq. The second array Ed, are those arcs with
`phpeqq ą `ptpeqq. The first array is sorted increasingly with respect to ă1 and
the second is ordered increasingly with respect to ă2.
During the preprocessing phase that builds the Contraction Hierarchy, we
build the ordered arrays Eu and Ed as follows. Firstly, we call arcs in Eu upward
arcs; we call the arcs in Ed downward arcs.
For each v P V , we insert all upwards arcs whose tail is v to Eu, inserting
it in the proper place so as to maintain the order ă1. For all downward arcs
with head at v, we do the same for Ed with respect to inverse order of ă2 (since
the backwards search looks in decreasing order). We then insert the added arcs
between neighbors of v appropriately as well. This adds some small increase in
computational time to the preprocessing stage.
As mentioned before, Eu and Ed should be stored contiguously in memory.
Furthermore, these arcs should ideally be read-only. The main reason for this
is to have thread-safe sharing of Eu and Ed in software services running many
copies of the algorithm simultaneously. Given that the networks being routed
over are frequently large, one does not want a separate copy of Eu and Ed for
each algorithm instance.
We can now present the pseudo-code that performs one to one shortest path
query (i.e. |D| “ |A| “ 1) over a Contraction Hierarchy with Eu and Ed already
computed. It is in Figure 3. We note that as in the original CSA, there is no
need to scan arcs whose head and tail are in hierarchies lower than both the
departure and arrival node.Given an array A let Ar´1s denote the last element
in A. We use NULL as a stand-in for an invalid value.
Another interesting case to consider finding the shortest route for each pair
of multiple given departure and arrival nodes. One could multi-thread or par-
allelize the above algorithm for each pair, however, this is may not be feasible
if |D| and |A| grow large.
We can solve this problem by augmenting the linked lists T , T 1 such that
they don’t just contain one arc into each reached vertex, but a rather a list arc,
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T pdq Ð `phpdqq for d P D
T paq Ð `phpaqq for a P A
uÐ minte P Eu : `ptpeqq ě mint`pdq : d P Duu
dÐ maxte P Eu : `phpeqq ď maxt`pdq : d P Duu
while pu ‰ NULLq or pd ‰ NULLq do
if u ‰ NULL and T phpuqq ď1 u then
if wpuq ă wpT ptpuqqq then
T ptpuqq Ð u
if d ‰ NULL and T 1ptpdqq ď2 d then
if wpdq ă wpT phpdqqq then
T pdqq Ð d
if `ptpdqq ă `phpuqq then
Break
if u ‰ Eur´1s then
uÐ next element in Eu
else
uÐ NULL
if u ‰ Edr´1s then
dÐ next element in Ed
else
dÐ NULL
Figure 3: The Modified CSA algorithm for querying Contraction Hierarchies.
departure node pairs for T and an arc, arrival node pairs for T 1. That is, T
associates to each vertex v a dictionary-like object that assigns to each d P D
the last arc e in the currently shortest known path from d Ñ v. Similarly for
T 1.
When a new arc e is scanned, we check for which d P D we have already
found a path pd,hpeq : d Ñ hpeq. We then see if pd,hpeq ` e is a shorter path
from d Ñ tpeq than the currently known shortest path. If so, we update T
accordingly. Similarly for the search in the reverse direction.
5.2 Early Termination
As was mentioned at the end of Section 4, a downside of CSA is that it is
difficult to terminate the algorithm early without visiting many of the edges, in
contrast to Dijkstra’s algorithm.
In the original CSA algorithm, we could terminate with we came to connec-
tions which departed after the best known earliest arrival time of the arrival
node. However, the bi-directional CSA above has no natural analog of this
condition.
One may be tempted to end the search when the first meeting node is found.
However, meeting nodes need not be unique and this approach will not neces-
sarily give the correct answer. This is in contrast to bi-directional Dijkstra’s
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algorithm where termination can occur when the first meeting node is found.
Consider the following example.
Example 5.1. Consider the following Contraction Hierarchy:
1
2
3
4
2
.5
1
1
2
If the arcs are searched p1, 2q, p3, 4q, p1, 3q, p2, 4q, p3, 2q, the shortest path is
actually found only after all edges have been searched and two distinct meeting
nodes where found, both of which ended up on the shortest path.
As Example 5.1 above demonstrates, there is not an obvious condition for
knowing when the shortest route has been found given the meeting nodes. There
are no guarantees how high the hierarchy of the meeting node will be. As
such, CSA style querying will likely perform best when all the inputs have high
hierarchies as this is the greatest limiter of the search space.
6 Conclusion
In essence, Contraction Hierarchies is a preprocessing technique designed to
speed up traditional shortest path queries such as bi-directional Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm or the bi-directional A˚ algorithm.
This works by reducing the number of arcs to be considered by the aforemen-
tioned methods. Nevertheless, the traditional algorithms used at the querying
stage are general purpose and were not designed to take special properties of
Contraction Hierarchies into account.
This paper represents an attempt to exploit the salient features of Con-
traction Hierarchies directly into the algorithm that performs shortest route
querying. As it turns out, the fundamental idea behind the Connection Scan
Algorithm closely resembles the defining property of a Contraction Hierarchy.
Leveraging this, we were able to modify CSA to formulate a new routing algo-
rithm tailored towards Contraction Hierarchies.
The preprocessing stage in making a Contraction Hierarchy removes the
need for the auxiliary data structures used in Dijkstra’s algorithm, improving
the worst-case run time performance by a factor of Opn logpnqq. Additionally,
the algorithm uses operations for which modern processors are optimized.
The trade-off is that general purpose preprocessing reduces the pruning of
the search space that Dijkstra’s algorithm provides, forcing the algorithm to
10
visit potentially many more edges. This could have a significant impact in
real-world or average-case run-times.
Open questions are how finer control on the search space can be achieved for
the CSA style Contraction Hierarchy queries. Even if for special kinds of graphs,
e.g. those satisfying the triangle inequality, this would be of great interest.
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